
Our company is looking to fill the role of small business banker. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for small business banker

Understand customer business needs to provide holistic banking solutions to
grow revenue and drive NPS
Increase the portion of My Bank customers within the portfolio with the
number of interactions and referrals
Take responsibility for managing customer complaints and escalations until
resolution is reached
Coach and develop less experienced Bankers within the team and develop
Associates
Drive customer portfolio risk and compliance
Having personal and meaningful phone based conversations with our small
business customers and referral partners to provide an integrated customer
experience
Working together as a team performing credit analysis and approving
requests for temporary excesses/increased limits up to your Delegated
Commitment Authority (DCA)
Managing lending and product requests for small business customers with
long term AAA pipeline for the customer portfolio
Providing expertise and insights about business options whilst tempered with
a balance for risk for growth and innovation
Having personal and meaningful conversations with our small business
customers and referral partners to provide an integrated customer
experience
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Advise market leader on readiness and ensure a smooth transition from the
on-boarding process
Proven ability to coach, manage, and develop employees driving proficiency
and performance in a customer centric environment
Mastery of our values, strategy, operating principles and commitments and
how they provide the framework for how we work together as a team and
achieve our purpose to help make financial lives better
Mastery of Financial Center operating model across all roles, including one
team strategy, sales framework, product knowledge, systems and principles
of responsible growth and operational excellence
Strong interpersonal skills, including the ability to easily engage others in
dialogue, convey sincere interest in building/deepening relationships, and
demonstrate a commitment to excellence
Ability to multitask and handle multiple bank systems/platforms
simultaneously


